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Secure Remote Access

Claroty Secure Remote Access is software designed to minimize the risk remote users, including employees and 

contractors, introduce to industrial networks. The system provides a single, manageable interface through which all 

remote users connect and authenticate, prior to performing software upgrades, periodic maintenance, and other 

system support activities.

Network administrators employ the system to control which users are granted access to industrial control assets 

and for what purpose. The system enforces password management and access control policies, governs remote 

connections, and monitors and records remote access sessions: 

Secure Remote Access is the access policy enforcement and control product within the Claroty Platform for 

ICS networks, providing administrators the ability to safeguard their networks from the threats introduced by 

unmonitored 3rd party and employees’ network access.    

Proactively
through granular user and asset policies governing which assets authorized users can see and 

access, when they can log into each asset and the authentication-level required for access.

  
In real time
by using manual access permissions and “over-the-shoulder” real-time video visibility into all

the user’s activity–including a “red button” ability to terminate an ongoing session.

Retroactively
by generating activity reports filtered by user, asset or session and providing video recordings

of all remote sessions.

Enterprise Management ConsoleEnterprise Management Console

Secure Remote Access

Continuous Threat Detection

Platform
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The system acts as a security middleman between remote users and industrial network assets. When a remote 

user logs in to the Secure Remote Access web console, using two-factor authentication, the system fetches a 

replica of the requested asset’s interface, accepts the user’s input and forwards it to the actual asset.

The elimination of any direct interaction between remote users and industrial assets materially reduces the 

exploitability of 3rd party connections by threat actors. 

Benefits

Security 

The system acts as a security middleman between remote users and industrial network assets. When a remote 

user logs in to the Secure Remote Access web console, using two-factor authentication, the system fetches a 

replica of the requested asset’s interface, accepts the user’s input and forwards it to the actual asset.

The elimination of any direct interaction between remote users and industrial assets materially reduces the 

exploitability of 3rd party connections by threat actors. 
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Network administrators fully control third-party and employee accesses before, during and after the remote session 

takes place. 

A granular permissions mechanism enables the administrator to define a policy of authentication requirements, 

allowed assets and sites, privilege and access times for each user or group. Additionally, administrators can view 

live session activity, review logs, and disconnect users at will.

Following initial definition of users\user groups, individuals access the web user interface to either log in to 

assets (using RDP, VNC or SSH), request a remote session or transfer files. The system includes capabilities to 

authenticate, process, securely send\retrieve files and document the session in a log file and video recording.

 
Support for various documentation formats:

Session based: reports detailing the sessions that have taken place, the comments that were made during those 

sessions, etc.

User based: reports detailing users and user groups, the assets to which users/groups have access, when a user last 

logged in, etc.

Asset based: reports detailing each asset in the system, who has access to them, and the total number of users who 

have access to each asset.

Control

Audit

A granular permissions mechanism enables the administrator to define a policy of authentication requirements, 

allowed assets and sites, privilege and access times for each user or group. Additionally, administrators can view 

live session activity, review logs, and disconnect users at will.

Following initial definition of users\user groups, individuals access the web user interface to either log in to 

assets (using RDP, VNC or SSH), request a remote session or transfer files. The system includes capabilities to 

authenticate, process, securely send\retrieve files and document the session in a log file and video recording.
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Dashboard: 

overall view of pending sessions, active sessions and assets status. Two factor authentication

Session Monitoring: 

 Search filters: ID, Site, User, Asset

 Management: state, start time and length

 Report generation: CSV

Asset Monitoring:

 Active assets:

   Search filters: site, name, IP, username

   Management: Protocol, Port, Allowed Login Time.

   Delete Asset functionality.

   Report generation: CSV format 

 Imported assets:

   Search filters: Site, Name, IP Address

Files:

 Search filters: file, user, site, file description and state.

User Monitoring:

 Users:

   Adding new user: username, password, email, role (Administrator, Operator or Client), OTP login (Y\N).

   Search filter: username

   Management: role, type, creation time, last login

   Control: password reset, disable user and delete user.

   Reports: asset permissions, user permissions

 Groups:

   Adding new group: group name, group type (Permissions, user management)

   Management: 

   Group: name, type, file association from Active Directory domain (on\o�), file transfer permission,   

   approved assets (search filters: site, name. asset data: IP address, access privilege (Y\N), authorization  

   requirement (Access\No Access)

System Management:

 Configuration of login messages

 Mail configuration: create SMTP account for notification via email (username, SMTP asset address,

security protocol and port)

 Site configuration: name, quality (Low\Medium\High) and maximum connection.

 Security settings: password expiration, allowed failed logon attempts, disable inactive users, force password  

 change (on\o�) and password policy enforcement (on\o�).

 Domain management: domain, type, asset, port, connection, SSL.

Features Set
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 name, quality (Low\Medium\High) and maximum connection.

password expiration, allowed failed logon attempts, disable inactive users, force password 

change (on\o�) and password policy enforcement (on\o�).

domain, type, asset, port, connection, SSL.
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A direction-agnostic security layer, coupled with its DMZ location, makes the system an ideal gatekeeper for file 

transfer tra�c between the two networks. 

For this capability predefined endpoints within the OT network are configured to securely connect to Secure 

Remote Access server (similar process to remote users). Following the configuration, these endpoints are only 

allowed interfaces between the two networks for inbound files such as firmware upgrades and AV updates, and 

outbound files which typically include raw operational data for analysis. This applies equally to both manual file 

transfers by human operators within the OT network and machine-to-machine data sent by OT endpoints (as 

found in manufacturing sites).

Remote users authenticate to the Secure Remote Access server and not to the asset itself, so the assets actual 

credentials are never exposed. The server stores and manages all remote user and industrial system passwords and 

fixes important problems:

 Eliminate shared passwords: removes the need to share endpoint passwords with multiple individuals or across  

 multiple third-party organizations.

 Deleting non-active users access: if a remote user is no longer active due to change of role, the SRA   

 administrator can immediately delete the user name and password, validating that only active/approved users  

 have valid credentials.

 Simplified substitutes: simplifies the overhead for temporary or permanent change of users. The vaulting 

of the asset credentials in the server obviates the need for users to hand endpoint credentials over to a 

substitute. Administrators simply delete the former user and add a new one.

 Comply with password rotation policies: rotating passwords frequently is an important security best   

 practice. However, when rotating passwords in a shared password scenario, changes need to be coordinated  

 across multiple individuals/organizations. In practices password changes either don’t happen or happen   

 rarely, leaving systems exposed. Secure Remote Access reduces risk by eliminating the need to share   

 passwords or to coordinate password changes and by enabling strict rotation policies.

Password Vault

Secure File Transfer
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 Define for each user the authorized assets, time and authentication method, group association and file 

transfer permissions.

 Optional two-factor authentication for increased security.

 Manual approval of the Administrator required to start remote session.

 Email notification of pending requests.

 Real time visibility of ongoing session activities: logged in users, video view and  user comments

 ‘Red-button’ to immediately terminate live connection for security concerns.

 Session documentation: video and reports (per either user\asset\sessions)

 Password Vault - encryption and full control and management of all the actual asset passwords.

When remote connection takes place through the Secure Remote Access Server, activity is shown in the 

Continuous Threat Detection activity bar, enabling operators to see what task the remote user connection 

performs. This has two main advantages:

 Monitoring: while the Secure Remote Access enables the administrator to watch the entire remote session,  

 Continuous Threat Detection simplifies the monitoring process by generating an alert on the action that  

 is taken. If, for example, an OEM technician logged in to the Secure Remote Access with the stated purpose  

 of updating firmware on a controller, the administrator could use Continuous Threat Detection instead of  

 manual monitoring and check that a firmware upgrade was indeed made.

 Security: this ca pability serves security purposes as well. If there is contradiction between the stated  

 remote access purpose and the actual activity the indicated in Continuous Threat Detection, the   

 administrator can immediately terminate the session until further investigation.
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 Transparent security layer between remote  

 user and OT assets.

 Store all passwords in a single, secure location –  

 remote users authenticate to the secure remote  

 access server and never to the assets themselves.

 Full control on all remote connections

 to the site.

 Integration with AD\LDAP to facilitate user  

 creation and management. 

 Virtual data-diode for all IT\OT file transfer

 Integration with Claroty RTD to validate   

 session integrity.

Claroty Platform Integration

Session Control Features:
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Admin3rd Party Contractor
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DMZ

IT Network

Secure Remote Access
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Basic Control
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Site Manufacturing
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